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About This Content

The Universal Pack includes a premium equipment set for all classes of soldiers, and also provides an additional slot in
barracks.

Pack contains:

Protective Armor Set "CAPP" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Assault Infantry". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

"Steyr" M SE
Premium pistol for soldiers of the class "Assault Infantry". It has more durability, less weight and improved
specifications. increases the capacity of inventory and has improved accuracy. Also the premium model increases
earning Experience and Credits in the battle for 5%.
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Ammunition for "Steyr" M SE (x100)

Exoskeleton "Mars" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Heavy Infantry". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

XM-26 LSS Model II SE
Premium shotgun for soldiers of the class "Heavy Infantry". It increases the capacity of inventory and has improved
accuracy. Also the premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle for 5%.

Ammunition for XM-26 LSS Model II SE (x100)

Camouflage "Swamp Thing U" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Commando". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

MP-443 Grach Mark II
Premium pistol for soldiers of the class "Commando". It increases the capacity of inventory and has improved accuracy.
Also the premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle for 5%.

Ammunition for MP-443 Grach Mark II (x100)

Protective Armor Set "Phoj Lou Ultra" SE
Premium individual armor for soldiers of the class "Fire Support". It has more durability and less weight, increases
soldier accuracy and capacity of inventory. Also premium model increases earning Experience and Credits in the battle
for 25%.

"Browning" DA SE
Premium pistor for soldiers of a class "Fire support". It increases the capacity of inventory and has improved accuracy.
Also the premium model increases earning experience and credits in the battle for 5%.

Ammunition for "Browning" DA SE (x100)
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Premium Slot
Adds aditional place in barracks for mercenaries.

Attention! After purchase of any pack it is have to be activated in the game.
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Title: Universal Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Light Vision Interactive
Publisher:
Light Vision Interactive
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese,Turkish,Czech
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Very basic hidden object game which skips all the point and click gameplay usually found in such games and reduces the game
to a 3D cartoon cut scene followed by a HOG scene, repeat until the end (although late on you have to do two HOG scenes per
cut scene). The story is fairly generic with maybe a couple of chuckles in places, but that is about it.

So with it being so bare bones, pretty much the only thing that matters is the HOG scenes - which aren't great, the scenes and
items don't relate to the plot at all (hardly unusual though), the item list is limited and most items will be present on each scene
so you rapidly get used to what each named item looks like (with a very few exceptions where there are two variants possible),
so once you have cleared a few scenes it gets very quick and easy.

Still if you want a very basic HOG to run through quickly (probably half an hour or so? - ignore my time played, it was in the
background unlocking trading cards while several other games were running), it is probably just good enough, especially when
the price is next to nothing if picked up on sale.. I'm a newcomer to rogue-likes\/rogue-lites, introduced through The Binding of
Isaac and Rogue Legacy. Both are really fun and I enjoy them immensely. However, they feature real-time combat. I prefer turn-
based strategy. I'm also partial to sci-fi themed games. Space Grunts ticks all the right boxes: turn-based combat but still fast
paced; well balanced; sci-fi theme; cool music, and last but not least, gorgeous colourful pixel art. For an early access game, it
seems incredibly polished. Additionally, unlike many rogue-likes, the diffuculty curve is fairly gradual, there isn't a giant spike.
Everything seems very balanced. This is my kind of game. If any of that sounds good to you, it might be your's as well.. Good:
- Its a pretty cool game, good sound and graphics
- fast paced and keeps you engaged
- you get new usefull tanks as you progress
- different tactics for different levels
- levels can get difficult, but with some patience and the right stragegy it goes.

Not so good:
- it can be really difficult to control the units, not practical
- storyline can get repetitive, could use some unexpected surprizes
- not very smart AI - your or enemy units

Up to now a good simple game for quick play and some fun.. I really wanted to recommend this, but i cannot. I really like the
visuals and the music (i am an 80s kid you know). But there is literally no content. You just drive endlessly on a road, target is to
not crash. There is also no AI for the traffic, they just go straight. EVER. Which means they crash into you, into buildings, into
walls and into mountains. When i drive i think naturally: "oh oncoming traffic, i bet he will stay in his lane". NOPE, not in this
game.

Just driving is nice for a change but it gets old very quick, so i would like some real racing modes. Lets be curious what the
multiplayer will hold.
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Edit: You might think 1,2 hours is not enough playtime to write a review. But seriously, you have seen anything from the game
in that amount of time.. A charming game with a great atmosphere and enough surprises to be spooky, but tame enough that
gamers who aren't big fans of horror (like me) can still enjoy it. Plus there's lots of candy! Perfect for getting into the Halloween
spirit.. A beautiful game. This is where teamwork is proven by the animals you meet in the forest. Darkness is enveloping the
forest and light is fading. Collect essences to help restore the forest. The conversations between the animals are cute. What else
can I say? Beautiful, relaxing, and friendship.. 30 mins of must have background music!

I love this soundtrack but I am disappointed that It is not an actual album or iTunes compatible...

I want to be able to listen to it on repeat while I'm out and and away from my PC and while studying...

If it is possible could you please make this DLC soundtrack into an album so I can listen to it on iTunes?

Thank you.. This game was just a fun treat. Tight controls, very unique mechanics, and tons of weird fun.

10\/10
. Controls are atrocious, bad-NES level bad.. don't wasts your money this game can be done in under an hour and thats the end i
was realy disappointed by the lack of content, this game is to short it should have been don't in chapter so they can add more
later.
to cap it of rating 2/10 for story, 5/10 for game play, 9/10 for the rest
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Really cute outfits for the CPUs and Canditates. And Vert's outfit is really skimpy \u00baw\u00ba The only thing I found a bit
disappointing is that these outfits hardly fit with other clothes, so if you want to use the pajamas, you'll probably want to use the
hat that comes with it. But that isn't really a problem.. This has a lot of potential but needs a lot of work. There are a lot of cool
things in this demo that could easily be made better with simple tweaks, like adding motion control feedback with the shield or
striking anything really. The hands felt slightly off to me too, like they were in my wrists. The inability to turn was aggrivating
on both track pad and teleport. I hope the team continues to devleop this game and really polish it up. Can't wait to see a final
version.. I liked game's aesthetics, cuz it overally looks and sounds good, futuristic style racers are my personal favorites and
there is so little of them especially on PC. Machanics wise game seems solid.

That being said - level design... I don't think there was any person that actually beat 1st level on first try, since without
memorisation there is little to none time to react to obstacles on track (no radar, no some kind of warning), especially when they
blend into overall track colorization and there is no break. It seems just unfair.

Game isn't asking for much price wise and it is enjoyable, so that's why I really can't just unrecommend it. In this price range
you usually land on smth that is just tragic \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and this game is REALLY far
away from it.. I wouldn't bother with this, the reasons for which are better illustrated in my 'first impressions' video:

http:\/\/youtu.be\/uiEC8dUb2pU. I absolutely didn't like it. I put in about 15 minutes and then couldn't stand to listen to it any
more. Ugh, my ears!. Would be better with a better checkpoint system.. Best Music(classical)ive ever heard in a wargame!.Great
Boardgame conversion also,the Counters have some of the sexiest Artwork ive seen to date.don't miss this franchise
Folksies!...If i was a richman id gift this to all my Wargaming buds!,and trust me on the Music!. this is such a poignant VIN
brought me back Senior High and the excitement\/anticipation of graduation..love it, music was captivating and art style is
inviting. Personally this was a masterpiece of its own and worth watching at least once.
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